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friends, family and full bellies...™
our story onhow it became... 

welcome to amigos 30a,
amici 30a’s new best friend and the 
corchis family’s second addition to their 
restaurant group.  george, amy, and their 
children, jordin, nathan, alyssa, and 
gillian (lily) have been overwhelmed 
by the support and  love of our local 
community and those visitors who come 
to our beautiful beaches and businesses.  

as we were reflecting on our time with 
amici 30a we felt like amici 30a needed a 
friend, a partner to help welcome our 
guests in and offer one more incredible 
dining experience. 

george has worked and grown up in the 
hospitality industry and amy came along 
for the ride after meeting george as a 
senior in high school.

upon retirement from 25+ years in the 
casino/resort industry george and amy’s 
oldest son, jordin was graduating from 
college and had the great idea of starting 
a family business together.       

nathan, alyssa, and lily were just as excited 
at the prospect of starting a family business 
and as they say, the rest is history.   

nathan and jordin run our day to day 
operations and manage our  restaurants, 
alyssa assists with marketing and all 
things social media and lily is our in house 
design expert. nala and ginger, our two 
golden doodles will make you smile as you 
see their faces on our amigos 30a wall!

whether you are new to our restaurant 
family or a returning “amici 30a/amigo 
30a” we are thrilled you are here!
   
thank you for sharing your friends and 
family with us. you bring the friends and 
family, we will provide the full bellies. 
la bienvenida 

jordin, nathan, alyssa, lily, amy, & geo...  


